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Abstract
We report on the systems that the Math Information Retrieval group at Masaryk University (mirmu) and
the team of Faculty of Informatics students (msm) prepared for task 1 (find answers) of the arqmath
lab at the clef conference. We have prototyped ten math-aware information retrieval (mir) systems
for the main question-answering task. We ensembled the results of the ten “weak” individual systems
into committees and let them vote to provide answers to questions. We evaluated the proposed invidividual systems and ensembles, considering their diversity, hyperparameters, and representations used,
and classified their approaches. We have shown the diversity of all systems and evaluated four voting
algorithms to collect and rank the answers. Ensembling techniques consistently outperformed the base
systems and showed the power of voting of diverse systems. Our prototypes help to understand the
challenging problems of question answering in the stem domain and our novel reproducible evaluation
framework sets a new direction in mir research. Finally, we formulate ten commandments for future
work in the area.
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“I do not demand that you make me happy; my happiness
does not lie in you.”
Anthony de Mello

1. Introduction
This report describes the submissions Math Information Retrieval (mir) group at Masaryk
University (mirmu) [1] with the team of Master students (msm) prepared for question answering
task (task 1) of ARQMath 2021 lab [2, 3]. Encouraged with our previous results [4, 5, 6] and
participation in NTCIR-10, NTCIR-11, NTCIR-12 Math information retrieval challenges, and
recent ARQMath 2020 lab [7] results [8, 9], we continued our efforts to tackle the challenging
math question answering task with new approaches as ensembling techniques. This year we
concentrated on the program of ten specific research questions and challenges:
Q1: diversity of systems How different systems answer questions? What is the variance, and
how to cope with it?
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Q2: diversity of topics How varies different expressions of information needs as questions
answered by information systems? How systems handle out-of-distribution questions,
and how their performance varies w.r.t. topics?
Q3: ensembling Could ensembling techniques give consistently better results than individual
systems?
Q4: ensemble voting strategies To which extent could ensembles and query classification
benefit from the diversity of individual systems?
Q5: representation To which extent the query and document representation and indexing
of the meaning of formulae influence the system’s performance? How to collate the
representation of text and formulae together? How to grab and disambiguate the meaning
of symbols in the formulae?
Q6: attention To which extent the new attention-based approaches could be deployed for
math question answering? How does it compare to the standard fine-tuned information
retrieval approaches, developed for sole text retrieval?
Q7: performance To what extent are appropriate and valuable the standard information
retrieval techniques as query expansion, keyword similarity metrics, or probabilistic
approaches as BM25?
Q8: canonicalization Does the canonical representation of formulae matter in the math
question answering task?
Q9: inference How to integrate the deduction into a math question answering system?
Q10: explainability How to provide arguments of answer ranking based on the ensembling
algorithm and scoring of individual systems?
To answer these questions, we collected ten individual math-aware systems for task 1. It
was possible due to PV211 Introduction to Information Retrieval course student projects, and
due to works of PV174 Seminar of Laboratory of Electronic and Multimedia Applications
taught at the Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University by the last author. Ten available
systems, together with ground truth data from ARQMath 2020 evaluation lab gave us means
to measure and evaluate their (hyper)parameters, different ensembling techniques, different
representations, different data preprocessing techniques, different evaluation measures, different
query expansion strategies, different reranking algorithms, and tackle prescribed questions
with rigorous research methodology.
Our main objective was to gain insight into the research problems above and answer some of
them. To this end, we submitted five result lists for each mirmu (by PV174 seminar) and msm
(by PV211 course) teams.
We think that the key in solving the challenges lies in the accurate, evidence-based evaluation
of available systems, and their parameters, preprocessing and representation of math-aware
data and texts. We have compared our ten available systems using both unsupervised and
supervised approaches for systems’ hyperparameter tuning, representation learning. Finally,
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Figure 1: Dependencies between math representations ingested by our systems.

we have ensembled our submissions into four committees of mirmu individual systems that
have achieved a better result on 2020 data than any of the single ensembled algorithms alone.
In this paper, we report our experiments and achievements in detail. Section 2 describes the
resources, data preprocessing, representations, and methods used. Section 3 on page 7 reports
on ten individual systems and their settings. The gentle reader finds the description of our
ensembling algorithms in Section 4 on page 14. We thoroughly discuss our results, insights we
got, and future directions in sections 5 on page 19 and 6 on page 20.
“Don’t ask the world to change. . . you change first.”
Anthony de Mello

2. Datasets and Methods
This section will describe the math representations ingested by our information retrieval systems,
the corpora used for training the models that power our systems, and the relevance judgments
we used for parameter optimization, model selection, and performance estimation.

2.1. Math Representations
There are variety of formats for math formulae representation and ranking [10] at our fingertips: LATEX, Presentation MathML (pmml), Content MathML (cmml), Symbol Layout Tree (slt),
Operator Tree (opt), [11] M-Terms, the prefix notation, and the infix notation. For pmml and
cmml canonicalized [12] versions might also be used. Figure 1 shows how the individual math
representations are derived from LATEX, which is prevalent author format.
2.1.1. LATEX
As the most direct math representation, we used LATEX, the standard and most frequent authoring
format for math. Although LATEX is easy to type and preferred by authors, it often encodes the
presentation aspects of a math formula rather than its content. LATEX is also a Turing-complete
language and, therefore, impossible to parse in the general case statically. As a result, each
formula is represented as a single token in the LATEX representation.
LATEX is helpful as a baseline math representation and as a basis for deriving more fine-grained
math representations described in the following sections. Although having each formula
represented as a single token may not seem helpful, two of our ten systems (scm and Compubert) model subwords, which allows them to extract symbols out of the formulae.

To give an example, the formula 𝑥!! − 𝑦 2 = 0 would be represented as a single token $x!!
- y^2 = 0$ in LATEX.
2.1.2. Prefix Notation
To linearize the Operator Tree (opt), [11] we converted math formulae from opt into the
prefix notation. The prefix notation corresponds to the list of visited nodes in the opt in the
depth-first-search order, i.e., the topological sorting of the opt. Like LATEX, the prefix notation is
easy to type. Unlike LATEX, the prefix notation is tokenized into math symbols and independent
of a formula’s presentation aspects.
To give an example, the formula 𝑥!! − 𝑦 2 = 0 would be represented as the following spaceseparated list of tokens in the prefix notation: U!eq O!minus O!double-factorial V!x
O!SUP V!y N!2 N!0.

2.2. Document Collections
For training our models, we used the arXMLiv and Math Stack Exchange corpus. Our data
preprocessing code is available online.1
2.2.1. ArXMLiv
The arXMLiv 08.2019 corpus [13] contains 1,374,539 articles from the arXiv.org open-access
archive converted from LATEX to HTML5 and MathML. We split the corpus into four subsets:
no_problem (150,701 articles), warning_1 (500,000 articles), warning_2 (328,127 articles), and
error (395,711 articles), according to the severity of errors encountered when converting LATEX
to HTML5. We only used the no_problem, warning_1, and warning_2 subsets (978,828 articles)
of the corpus to train our models.
2.2.2. Math Stack Exchange
The Math Stack Exchange collection V1.2 (m-se) provided by the organizers of the arqmath
2021 competition contains 2,466,080 posts from the Math Stack Exchange question answering
website in HTML5 and LATEX. Besides the answers (1,445,495), which are the retrieval unit in
task 1 of arqmath, the posts also contain questions (1,020,585) related to the answers and can
be used for learning what a good answer for a question is.
Posts in the m-se collection contain 28,320,920 math formulae. In arqmath 2020, only
26,075,012 math formulae in pmml (92.07%) and 25,366,913 math formulae in cmml (89.57%)
have been successfully converted and provided by the organizers as Formulas v1.0. To improve
the conversion success rate, we performed our conversion from LATEX to 26,705,527 math
formulae in cmml (94.30%) and 27,232,230 math formulae in pmml (96.16%). In arqmath 2021,
we collaborated with the organizers to provide 28,282,477 math formulae in both pmml and
cmml (99.86%) as Formulas v2.0.
The m-se collection is structured and contains not only the body texts but also the titles, tags,
comments, up- and down-votes, view counts, and authorship information, among other things.
1
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Figure 2: We split the 39,124 judgements over 77 topics from task 1 of arqmath 2020 into subsets for
training, hyperparameter optimization, model selection, and performance estimation in our systems.

Although the collection provides a wealth of information, it is difficult to navigate and can cause
choice overload for newcomers. To make the development of new systems easier, we simplified
the corpus into two OOP classes ArqmathQuestionBase and ArqmathAnswerBase, in our
pv211-utils Python library.2 We also created a Jupyter Notebook at the Google Colaboratory
service3 as a template for quick development of new math information retrieval systems by our
students using our pv211-utils library.

2.3. Queries and Relevance Judgements
Official arqmath 2020 human-annotated task 1 and 2 relevance judgments produced by eight
annotators with the fair agreement (𝜅 = 0.34) [14] are available. We used the relevance judgments for training, hyperparameter optimization, model selection, and performance estimation
in our systems. For 77 topics from task 1, the documents were evaluated with a range from 0 (not
relevant) to 3 (highly relevant) as the gain. The relevance judgements are highly imbalanced
in favor of non-relevant answers: Out of all 39,124 judgements, there exist as many as 35,051
judgements (89.59%) with gain 0, 2,269 judgements (5.8%) with gain 1, 1,071 judgements (2.74%)
with gain 2, and only 733 (1.85%) judgements with gain 3.
Out of the 39,124 judgements over 77 topics, we produced three primary subsets (see Figure 2):
Train (55) The train subset contains a stratified sample of 55 topics (71.43%) and their associated
27,830 judgements (71.13%). We produced the stratified sample of 55 topics by taking
three simple random samples of 19 computation topics, 7 concept topics, and 29 proof
topics. To divide the topics into computation, concept, and proof categories, we used the
detailed annotations provided by organizers [15] for topics of both years. We used the
train subset for training supervised models in our systems.
Validation (11) The validation subset contains a stratified sample of 11 topics (14.29%) and their
associated 5,652 judgements (14.45%). We produced the stratified sample of 11 topics as
2
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in the train subset. We used the validation subset for either hyperparameter optimization
or model selection in our systems.
Test (11) The test subset contains a stratified sample of 11 topics (14.29%) and their associated
5,642 judgements (14.42%). We produced the stratified sample of 11 topics as in the train
and validation subsets. We used the test subset for performance estimation of our systems
before their submission to ARQMath 2021.
Out of the three primary splits, we produced three secondary subsets (see Figure 2 on the
previous page):
Bigger train (66) By taking a union of the train and validation subsets, we produced the bigger
train subset of 66 topics (85.71%) and their associated 33,482 judgements (85.58%). We
used the bigger train subset for training supervised models in systems, where neither
hyperparameter optimization nor model selection was required.
Smaller train (44) By taking a simple random sample of the train subset, we produced the
smaller train subset of 44 topics (57.14%) and their associated 22,241 judgements (56.85%).
We used the smaller train subset for training supervised models in systems, where both
hyperparameter optimization and model selection were required.
Smaller validation (11) By taking a simple random sample of the train subset, we produced
the smaller train subset of 11 topics (14.29%) and their associated 5,589 judgements (14.29%).
We used the smaller validation subset for hyperparameter optimization in systems, where
both hyperparameter optimization and model selection were required.
We release our six subsets of topics and judgements in our arqmath-eval Python library.4

2.4. Evaluation Measures
In hyperparameter optimization, model selection, and performance estimation, we used the
normalized discounted cumulative gain prime (ndcg′ ) to estimate information retrieval accuracy.
To determine the diversity of our systems, we used the Spearman’s rank-correlation coefficient
(𝜌) between the result lists of our systems averaged across the topics from task 1 of ARQMath
2020 and 2021 to measure the similarity of our systems for clustering. To select the optimal
number of clusters, we used the silhouette score as a measure of clustering quality.
To measure the speed of our systems, we measured the wall clock time on a dedicated machine.
2.4.1. Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain Prime
The normalized discounted cumulative gain prime (ndcg′ [16]) is an evaluation measure specifically designed for information retrieval with incomplete judgements. ndcg′ is defined as follows:
|rel𝑡 |
|res’𝑡 |
∑︁ gain (rel𝑡,𝑖 )
∑︁ gain (res’𝑡,𝑖 )
dcg’𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
ndcg = avg
, idcg =
, and dcg’ =
,
log2 (𝑖 + 1)
log2 (𝑖 + 1)
𝑡∈𝑇 idcg𝑡
′

𝑖=1
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(1)

where 𝑇 are the topics for a task, rel𝑡 is a list of relevant documents for topic 𝑡 in the descending
order of their gain up to position 1,000, res𝑡 is a list of results produced for topic 𝑡 our system
up to position 1,000, res’𝑡 = rel𝑡 ∩ res𝑡 , and gain𝑡 (𝑅) is the gain of result 𝑅 for topic 𝑡.
2.4.2. Spearman’s Rank-Correlation Coefficient
Spearman’s rank-correlation coefficient (𝜌) [17] is a general non-parametric measure of rank correlation. Spearman’s 𝜌 between random variables 𝑋 and 𝑌 corresponds to Pearson’s correlation
coefficient (𝑟) between the rank variables rg𝑋 and rg𝑌 :
𝜌=

[︀
]︀
cov(rg𝑋 , rg𝑌 )
and cov(rg𝑋 , rg𝑌 ) = E (rg𝑋 − E[rg𝑋 ])·(rg𝑌 − E[rg𝑌 ]) .
𝜎rg𝑋 · 𝜎rg𝑌

(2)

In our experiments, rg𝑋 and rg𝑌 correspond to the ranks of the same answer in the result lists
of two systems for a single topic from task 1 of arqmath 2021.
2.4.3. Silhouette Score
The silhouette score (𝑠) [18] is an intrinsic measure of clustering quality that compares the
intra-cluster cohesion (𝑎) and the inter-cluster separation (𝑏). The score 𝑠 is defined as follows:
𝑠(𝑖) =

𝑏(𝑖) − 𝑎(𝑖)
1
, 𝑎(𝑖) =
max{𝑎(𝑖), 𝑏(𝑖)}
|𝐶𝑖 | − 1

∑︁

𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗), and 𝑏(𝑖) = min

𝑗∈𝐶𝑖 ,𝑖̸=𝑗

𝑗,𝑖̸=𝑗

1 ∑︁
𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗), (3)
|𝐶𝑘 |
𝑗∈𝐶𝑘

where 𝑖 is a data point, 𝐶𝑖 is the cluster of data point 𝑖, and 𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) is the distance between data
points 𝑖 and 𝑗. In our experiments, data points were the ensembled systems, the distance measure
𝑑 was 1 − 𝜌, and we selected the number of clusters that maximized the expected value E[𝑠].
2.4.4. Wall Clock Time
The wall clock time is the time experienced by the user. We measure the wall clock time of the preprocessing, training, and information retrieval on a dedicated machine with two nvidia Tesla T4
gpus (16 GB vram), 377 GB ram, and four Intel(R) Xeon™ Gold 6230 cpus (80 cores at 2.10 GHz).
“The main thing is not study, but doing.”
Chapters of the Fathers (Pirkei Avot, 1:17)

3. Individual Systems
In this section, we will describe the individual systems submitted by the mirmu and msm teams.
We describe two best-performing systems of the msm team (mg and pz) and the mirmu team
(scm and Compubert) in detail. We then briefly summarize the architectures and the results of
our remaining systems on task 1 of arqmath 2021.

3.1. BM25+ (msm – mg)
The BM25 algorithm is often used as the first choice for many information retrieval tasks
because of its simplicity and its better performance over tf-idf systems. In this section, we will
describe our system based on the BM25+ model. Our experimental code is available online.5
BM25+ is an improvement over BM25 introduced by Lv and Zhai [19]. Together with other
alternatives, such as BM25-L, BM25-adapt, and BM25-T, this improvement surpasses the basic
BM25 algorithm on trec collections. [20] BM25+ estimates the relevance of a document 𝑑 for a
query 𝑞 as follows:
⎛
⎞
(︂
)︂
∑︁
(𝑘1 + 1) · tf𝑡,𝑑
𝑁 +1
(︁
(︁
)︁)︁
BM25+ (𝑑, 𝑞) =
log
·⎝
+ 𝛿 ⎠,
(4)
𝐿d
df
𝑡
𝑘 · (1 − 𝑏) + 𝑏
+t
𝑡∈𝑞
1

𝐿avg

fd

where 𝑘1 , 𝑏, and 𝛿 are hyperparameters, 𝑁 is the number of documents in the collection, df𝑡 is
the number of documents containing the term 𝑡, tf𝑡,𝑑 is frequency of term 𝑡 in document 𝑑, 𝐿𝑑
the length of document 𝑑 in words, and 𝐿avg is the expected length of a document in words.
3.1.1. Configuration
In our preprocessing, we tokenized text with math formulae in LATEX by splitting on sequences
of whitespaces. We then stemmed the individual tokens using the English Snowball stemmer
available in the NLTK Python library. We represented each answer as the concatenation of its
body with the title, body, and tags of its parent question. We used the implementation of BM25+
in the rank_bm25 Python library6 .
We optimized the hyperparameters 𝑘1 , 𝑏, and 𝛿 using grid search. The default parameters
𝑘1 = 1.5, 𝑏 = 0.75, and 𝛿 = 1.0 achieved the best ndcg′ on the bigger train subset.
3.1.2. Results
On the test subset, BM25+ achieved 0.464 ndcg′ , which is the best result of all our individual
systems. On the judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021, BM25+ achieved 0.278 ndcg′ , which
is again the best result of all our individual systems.
Our preprocessing of the m-se collection took 50:15 minutes and the indexing took another
65 seconds. The average query time was 69.3 seconds with a minimum of 22.4 seconds for topic
A.289 and a maximum of 318.9 seconds for topic A.216.

3.2. Pyserini (msm – pz)
Pyserini [21] is an Apache-licensed Python library for reproducible information retrieval. It uses
Anserini [22] for sparse representation-based retrieval and Faiss [23] for dense representationbased retrieval. Pyserini is quite fast, easy to use, and comes with several prebuilt indexes.
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Creating custom indexes is supported as well. In this section, we will describe our system based
on Pyserini. Our experimental code is available online.7
3.2.1. Configuration
In our preprocessing, we used the LATEX representation of math formulae. We represented each
answer as the concatenation of its body with three repetitions of the title and the tags of its
parent question. The answers were then preprocessed and indexed by the Pyserini indexer,
which is based on Anserini and Lucene, with the default settings: the removal of possessives,
lowercasing, the removal of English stopwords, and stemming with the Porter stemmer.
The document relevance was estimated by the SimpleSearcher class, which corresponds
to the BM25 model with the default hyperparameters 𝑘1 = 0.9 and 𝑏 = 0.4. Even though
Pyserini supports many other options and extensions, such as the RM3 query expansion, other
ranking models, and dense document reranking, our system used the default options.
3.2.2. Results
On the test subset, Pyserini achieved 0.449 ndcg′ , which is the second best result of all our
individual systems. On the judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021, Pyserini achieved 0.275
ndcg′ , which is again the second best result of all our individual systems.
Our preprocessing and indexing of the m-se collection took 3:44 minutes. The average
query time was 1.1 seconds with a minimum of 0.5 seconds for topic A.264 and a maximum of
2.6 seconds for topic A.221.

3.3. Soft Cosine Measure (mirmu – scm)
Math information retrieval systems often rely on Salton’s tf-idf model [24], which is interpretable, but which also reduces meaningful statements in human and mathematical languages
to an unintelligible salad of key words and symbols. At arqmath 2020, we introduced the soft
vector space of Sidorov et al. [25] and its soft cosine document similarity measure (scm, see
Figure 4 on the following page) and we achieved the best ndcg′ on task 1 of arqmath 2020 of
all our individual systems. [9, Section 4] In this section, we will describe our system based on
scm. Our experimental code is available online.8
For ARQMath 2021, we also produced an online demo of the scm,9 which allows the user to
interactively explore a small set of topics10 and their nearest answers. The demo also allows the
user to compare two documents to see why they are considered similar by the scm, see Figure 3
on the next page.
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Figure 3: An online demo of the scm system, which allows the user to interactively explore a small set
of topics and their nearest answers. The demo also allows the user to compare two documents to see
why they are considered similar by scm.

Figure 4: The representation of two documents, “Hi, world” and “Hello, world” in the tf-idf vector
space model (vsm, left) and in the tf-idf soft vector space model (soft vsm, right). In the vsm, different terms correspond to orthogonal axes, making the document representations distant despite their
semantic equivalence. In the soft vsm, different terms correspond to non-orthogonal axes, where the
angle between the axes is proportional to the similarity of terms in a word embedding space (middle).

3.3.1. Configuration
In our preprocessing, we tokenized text with math formulae in the prefix notation by first
splitting on whitespaces to separate text and math tokens. Then, we upper-cased the math
tokens and we lower-cased the text tokens, so that they contained different subwords for the
training of fastText embeddings (described below). We then performed a second tokenization of
the text tokens to remove punctuation and numbers using the simple_preprocess function from

the Gensim Python library [26]. We represented each answer as the concatenation of its body
with three titles, the body, and the tags of its parent question.
As our source of similarity between words and symbols, we used our Medium fastText
embeddings of text and math11 , which were trained on both the m-se collection and ArXMLiv
and which achieved the best ndcg′ on task 1 of arqmath 2020. [9, Section 4.4] From the
fastText embeddings, we extracted a term similarity matrix12 using the optimal parameters
Sym = ✓, Dom = ✓, and 𝐶 = 100 from arqmath 2020. [9, Section 4.3]
We optimized the smart weighting scheme of our tf-idf model using grid search. The
Lnu.ltb weighting scheme with the pivoted document length normalization [27] at slope 0.2
achieved the best ndcg′ on the bigger train subset.
3.3.2. Results
On the test subset, scm achieved 0.424 ndcg′ , which is the third best result of all our individual
systems. On the judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021, scm achieved 0.250 ndcg′ , which is
the fourth best result of all our individual systems.
Our preprocessing of the m-se collection took 13:28 minutes. The training of the fastText
embeddings took 01:45 hours and the construction of the term similarity matrix took another
32:39 minutes. The hyperparameter optimization took 04:42:34 hours. The average query time
was 223.39 seconds with a minimum of 210.68 seconds for topic A.254 and a maximum of 270.18
seconds for topic A.273. Using a single matrix product to retrieve results for all 100 topics from
task 1 of arqmath 2021 took only 353.0 seconds, which is 63.28× faster than ad-hoc.

3.4. Computational BERT (mirmu – Compubert)
Our Compubert system aims to utilize the expressive power of pre-trained Transformer models [28] and the results of applying the Transformer architecture to complex math-related tasks,
such as computing derivatives and first-order differential equations. [29] In this section, we
will describe Compubert and its results on task 1 of the arqmath 2020 competition. Our
experimental code is available online.13
3.4.1. Matching Questions with Answers
In addition to math representation, we have to contend with additional challenges characteristic
to information retrieval but alien to Transformers: While the original Transformer architecture [28] builds upon the Wordpiece text segmentation [30] that optimizes the representation of
subwords (not unlike fastText in the scm), we also need to uniformly represent long spans of text.
We address this challenge with an approach introduced by Reimers and Gurevych [31] and
shown in Figure 5 on the following page. The underlying idea of their Sentence Transformers is
to adjust the pre-trained language model so that the pooled representation of longer span of
text respect an objective of given task.
11
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Figure 5: Compubert model and Multiple Batch Negatives objective, introduced by Reimers and
Gurevych: [31] Compubert averages the Wordpiece embeddings [32] into a single representation of
768 floats, that is used similarly to classification: The model is trained to minimize Cross-entropy of
softmax on the produced embedding, where an accepted answer holds expected value of one, and a
random selection of other accepted answers holds expected value of zero.

We experiment with multiple objectives that are relevant for information retrieval, such as
Cosine Contrastive loss on pairs of question and answer, with different representations of formulae part and different selection of positive and negative samples of answers paired with given
question. We conclude with a selection of a Multiple Negatives Ranking Loss on a LATEX math
representation, with a selection positive and negative anchors selected as we describe below.
This approach has shown to reach state-of-the-art results on an identification of duplicate
questions in Quora,where the unified representations of questions are fine-tuned to be used to
classify whether two questions are a duplicate of each other or not.
3.4.2. Model Training
In our approach, we iterate over questions and for each, we pick the positive anchor as the
accepted answer of given question, and a batch of negative anchors as random accepted answers
of other questions. We skip the questions with no accepted answer. Then, we include the
positive anchor into the batch of the negative ones on a random position and we train the
system to identify the position of the true accepted answer as a softmax of the embedded
representation.
Setting the batch of the fixed size, we adjust the weights of the whole Transformer network
by Cross-Entropy loss, as shown on Figure 5. In essence, this approach is similar to a traditional
classification training of neural networks.
Specifically, we set a batch size of 64, meaning the system is required to pick out the accepted
answer out of the 64 provided ones. Reimers and Gurevych [31] report that increasing the

batch size as high as possible shows to improve a quality of the system, hence this is the biggest
batch we can fit into our 15 GB of gpu memory. We measure a significant validation difference
depending on the math representation, and we find the LATEX representation to work the best.
Additionally, by an example of bart [33], we prepend the contents of questions and answers
by “Question: ” and “Answer: ” respectively, so that the system can recognize the kind of item
it aims to represent.
3.4.3. Results
On the test subset, Compubert achieved 0.264 ndcg′ , which is the fourth best result of all our
individual systems. On the judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021, Compubert achieved 0.262
ndcg′ , which is the third best result of all our individual systems.
The training of the Compubert model took 20 hours. The subsequent inference and indexing
of document vectors took another 1:27:57 hours. The average query time was 4.9 seconds with
a minimum of 3.3 seconds for topic A.2921 and a maximum of 5.3 seconds for topic A.20.
“If what you seek is Truth, there is one thing you must have above all else.” “I know. An
overwhelming passion for it.” “No. An unremitting readiness to admit you may be wrong.”
Anthony de Mello

3.5. Other Systems (msm – mh, lm, mp, jk, am, and vs)
The remaining systems of the msm team in the descending order of their ndcg′ on the test subset,
are mh, lm, mp, jk, am, and vs. In this section, we will briefly summarize their architectures
and results. Our experimental code is available online: mh14 , lm15 , mp16 , jk17 , am18 , and vs19 .
3.5.1. Configuration
In our preprocessing, everyone used the LATEX representation of math formulae and tf-idf
except for am, who used the prefix notation for the representation of math formulae and BM25.
All systems were unsupervised except for mp, who optimized the hyperparameters of Roccio’s
pseudo-relevance feedback and pivoted document length normalization [27].
3.5.2. Results
On the test subset, our systems achieved between 0.127 and 0.268 ndcg′ . On the judgements for
task 1 of arqmath 2021, our systems achieved between 0.066 and 0.159 ndcg′ .
The average query time was 22.0 seconds with a minimum of 2.9 seconds by jk for topic A.264
and a maximum of 329.5 seconds by am for topic A.291.
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“And as for you all, I will make your reward great as though you had accomplished
all the work.”
Chapters of the Fathers (Pirkei Avot, 2:2)

4. Ensemble Systems
Different mir systems can agree on a small portion of the most relevant documents, reflecting
different ‘points of view‘ on the search problem. Depending on dozens of parameters, each individual system will miss the great majority of relevant documents. With ensembling and voting
techniques, we can combine the strengths of different systems to produce more accurate results.
Historically, there is a long tradition of boosting, [34, 35], ensembling [36], data fusion [37] and
voting approaches [38, 39] in the information retrieval research.
A successful ensemble requires sufficient diversity of the individual systems, and math-aware
systems are not exceptional in this behaviour. [40] Using Spearman’s 𝜌 and the silhouette
score (see Section 2.4 on page 6), we have clustered all non-baseline primary submissions to
task 1 of arqmath 2020 except zbMATH who retrieved only a single answer for every topic.
Figure 6 on the next page shows that we have received only three clusters of systems, which
indicates limited diversity. We have also clustered all our submissions to task 1 of arqmath
2021. Figure 7 on the following page shows that we have received six clusters of systems, which
indicates a notable increase in diversity. In Figure 8 on page 16, we show that systems from
the six clusters have different strengths and weaknesses: For example, Compubert receives
the most consistent results across both text- and math-based topics, excels at short topics, but
its performance deteriorates for long topics that don’t fit into its context window. By contrast,
tf-idf- and BM25-based systems excel at text-based topics, but their performance deteriorates
for math-based topics. Systems that model soft matches, such as the scm, can exploit both short
and long topics. Our experimental code for figures 7 and 8 is available online.20, 21, 22
We have implemented, computed, and submitted three ensembling techniques: ibc described
in Section 4.2 on page 16, wibc in Section 4.3 on page 17, and rbc in Section 4.4 on page 18.
We have also implemented and computed one out-of-competition ensembling technique: rrf
described in Section 4.1 on the following page. We have used our techniques to ensemble the
result lists of all ten systems of the mirmu and msm teams. In this section, we will describe our
ensembling techniques and their results on task 1 of arqmath 2021. To show that strength lies
in diversity rather than numbers, we also report ndcg′ using randomly selected systems from
the six clusters in Figure 7 as an ablation study.
To estimate the performance of our ensemble systems in the absence of judgements for task 1
of arqmath 2021, we ensembled all non-baseline primary submissions for task 1 of arqmath
2020 for performance estimation and we report ndcg′ on the test subset in addition to ndcg′ on
the now-available judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021.
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Figure 6: A clustering of all primary submissions to task 1 of arqmath 2020 except zbMATH who
retrieved only a single answer for every topic. Maximizing the silhouette score produces only three
clusters, which indicates small diversity.
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Figure 7: A clustering of all our submissions to task 1 of arqmath 2021. Maximizing the silhouette
score produces six clusters, which indicates greater diversity compared to Figure 6.

4.1. Non-Weighted Ensemble Baseline (mirmu – rrf)
The reciprocal rank fusion (rrf) is an ensembling technique, which was shown by Cormack
et al. [41] to outperform Condorcet and individual rank learning methods on the letor 3 dataset.
Our experimental code is available online.23
4.1.1. Configuration
The rrf has the parameter 𝑘, which mitigates the impact of high rankings by outlier systems.
Before applying the rrf to the test subset, we first optimized the value of 𝑘 on the bigger-train
subset, and we received the optimal value 𝑘 = 644. Before applying the rrf to the topics for
task 1 of arqmath 2021, we first optimized the value of 𝑘 on the test subset, and we received
the optimal value 𝑘 = 275. See Figure 9 on the next page for detailed results of the optimization.
4.1.2. Results
On the test subset, rrf received 0.464 ndcg′ , which is the second best result of all our systems,
tied with BM25+ . On the judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021, rrf achieved 0.309 ndcg′ ,
which is the third best result of all our systems. Ensembling only six systems as part of our
ablation study increased ndcg′ from 0.309 to 0.313. Ensembling all non-baseline primary
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Figure 9: The results of optimizing the parameter 𝑘 (on the 𝑥 axis) of the rrf ensemble baseline using
ndcg′ (on the 𝑦 axis) on the bigger-train subset using all non-baseline primary submissions to task 1
of arqmath 2020 (left) and on the test subset using all ten systems of the mirmu and msm teams (right).
The optimal values are 𝑘 = 644 on the left and 𝑘 = 275 on the right.

submissions increased ndcg′ from 0.309 to 0.556: the best result reported in the arqmath 2021
competition.
On top of the time to produce the result lists of the ensembled systems, the average query
time of rrf was 0.07 seconds with a minimum of 0.02 seconds for topic A.238 and a maximum
of 0.59 seconds for topic A.207.

4.2. Non-Weighted Ensemble (mirmu – ibc)
At arqmath 2020, we introduced a simple parameter-free algorithm (ibc) for ensembling an
arbitrary number of result lists into a single result list, which achieved the best ndcg′ on task 1
of arqmath 2020 of all our individual systems. [9, Section 7] When we used our algorithm
to ensemble the result lists all non-baseline primary submissions to task 1 of arqmath 2020,

we received the highest ndcg′ in the competition (0.419). Our experimental code is available
online.24
4.2.1. Configuration
Majority judgement is a single-winner election method by Balinski and Laraki [42], which elects
the candidate with the highest median rating. In our ibc ensembling technique, the candidates
are all answers in the m-se collection and their ratings are computed as 1000−rank/1000 with ranks
taken from the result lists of the individual systems. Ties between several winners are first
broken by selecting a random rating out of a uniform distribution of all ratings. Further ties
are broken randomly. [9, Section 7]. The result list of ibc consists of the first 1,000 iteratively
elected winners.
4.2.2. Results
On the test subset, ibc received 0.452 ndcg′ , which is the fourth best result of all our systems.
On the judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021, ibc achieved 0.286 ndcg′ , which is also the
fourth best result of all our systems. Ensembling only six systems as part of our ablation study
increased ndcg′ from 0.286 to 0.312. Ensembling all non-baseline primary submissions increased
ndcg′ from 0.286 to 0.514: the second best result reported in the arqmath 2021 competition.
On top of the time to produce the result lists of the ensembled systems, the average query
time of ibc was 0.02 seconds with a minimum of 0.01 seconds for topic A.238 and a maximum
of 0.24 seconds for topic A.234.

4.3. Weighted Ensemble (mirmu – wibc)
Our ibc ensembling technique assumes that all systems are equally trustworthy and qualified in
their rating of the answers. Our wibc ensembling technique assigns weights to the individual
systems. Our experimental code is available online.25
4.3.1. Configuration
Instead of electing the candidate with the highest median rating, wibc elects the candidate with
the highest weighted median rating. Instead of breaking ties by selecting a random rating out
of a uniform distribution of all ratings, we select a random rating out of a weighted uniform
distribution. We use weights provided by our rbc ensembling technique from in Section 4.4 on
the following page.
4.3.2. Results
On the test subset, wibc received 0.456 ndcg′ , which is the third best result of all our systems,
slightly below the rrf ensemble baseline. On the judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021, wibc
achieved 0.332 ndcg′ , which is the best result of all our systems. Ensembling only six systems
24
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as part of our ablation study slightly decreased ndcg′ from 0.332 to 0.327, indicating that wibc
can utilize both diversity and redundancy.
On top of the time to produce the result lists of the ensembled systems, the average query
time of wibc was 0.2 seconds with a minimum of 0.1 seconds for topic A.270 and a maximum
of 0.5 seconds for topic A.268.

4.4. Ensembling by Regression (mirmu – rbc)
Both our ibc and wibc ensembling techniques decide on the rank of the answers from the m-se
collection. In contrast, our rbc ensembling technique directly estimates the relevance of an
answer. Our experimental code is available online.26
4.4.1. Configuration
First, we trained a number of regression model (linear, sgd, ridge, Bayesian ridge, svr, 𝑘nn, pls,
mlp) to predict the gain of train judgements from the ranks in the result lists of the individual
systems. Secondly, we selected the best regression model (linear) using the validation subset.
For the performance estimation of rbc, we produced a result list by taking the 1,000 answers
with the highest predicted gain for each topic in the test subset. For the performance estimation
of wibc, we used the coefficients of the regression model as system weights.
For the submission of rbc to arqmath 2021, we retrained the best regression model to predict
the gain of test judgements from the ranks in the result lists of our individual systems. This is
necessary, because our regression model has only been trained on the non-baseline primary
submissions for task 1 of arqmath 2020, nor our ten systems of the mirmu and msm teams,
and the only subset that had not yet been seen by our ten systems was the test subset. For
the submission of wibc to arqmath 2021, we used the coefficients of the retrained regression
model as system weights.
4.4.2. Results
On the test subset, rbc received 0.551 ndcg′ , which is the best result of all our systems. On
the judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021, rbc achieved 0.322 ndcg′ , which is the second
best result of all our systems, slightly below wibc. Ensembling only six systems as part of our
ablation study increased ndcg′ from 0.322 to 0.328.
On top of the time to produce the result lists of the ensembled systems, the average query
time of rbc was 0.04 seconds with a minimum of 0.02 seconds for topic A.201 and a maximum
of 0.06 seconds for topic A.212.
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“Meaning is only found when you go beyond meaning.”
Anthony de Mello

5. Results
Figure 10 shows that on the judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021, our Ensemble systems
received the best ndcg′ out of all our systems.

Figure 10: The ndcg′ of our ten individual systems and our four ensemble methods on the test subset
(top) and on the judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021 (bottom).

Both on the test set and on the judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021, there is a large gap
between the three systems that enriched their answers with the text of their parent questions
(scm, pz, mg) and the remaining individual systems.
Unlike for other systems, the ndcg′ for Compubert does not significantly decrease from
the task subset to the judgements for task 1 of arqmath 2021. Due to the unique architecture
of Compubert, we theorize that this is because the top 1,000 results of Compubert contain
relevant answers, which have not been annotated for arqmath 2020.
Figure 11 on the following page shows that the pz system based on the Anserini library [22]
is not only very accurate, but also among our three fastest systems in terms of preprocessing
and indexing, and our fastest system in terms of the average search time.

Figure 11: Average query time and the training and preprocessing of the individual systems (log scale).

“Wisdom tends to grow in proportion to one’s awareness of one’s ignorance.”
Anthony de Mello

6. Conclusion and Future Work
Motivated by our curiosity to answer our ten research questions, we have introduced ten diverse
math-aware information systems. We have data-evidenced using collected systems and available
ground truth that good voting strategies of ensembles of baseline systems have the capacity to
outperform individual systems.
From our experiments, we formulate ten commandments for math-aware question answering
tasks like ARQMath on Math Stack Exchange:
C1: diversity of systems Use as diverse and as many different systems as you can.
C2: diversity of topics Bear in mind the specificity, diachronicity, context of topics, together
with relevance judgements of similar topics. If available, take the seeker history and
personality into account to disambiguate the information need.
C3: ensembling Diversity is powerful. Clever ensembling of different points of view into
account is efficient approach to get better findings and decisions.
C4: ensemble voting strategies Voting strategies are important to weight different aspects
of individual systems. It pays off to choose the appropriate ensembling techniques to
consistently get better results.

C5: representation Representation matters. The better semantic metric we could design for
text and math formulae, the better capture of the topic and answer meaning, and the
better the performance!
C6: attention Attention is not all you need, but attention-based models have huge capacity to
learn both text and formulae representations and short inferences.
C7: performance Good system performance is a bonus to speed up the development and
fine-tuning. Precompute as much as possible, and make the indexes sorted according the
semantics. There is always a space for late optimization.
C8: canonicalization Give attention to the diversity of language and mathematical notation
and use measures of the semantic similarity as much as you can.
C9: inference To tackle the exponential growth of knowledge, embrace inference into your
(deep) models.
C10: explainability Insight, understanding the whole system and explainability for results
matters not only to users for result evidence, but also for fine-tuning and system optimization.
Setting the tools, computing environment, and datasets are crucial for studying and researching complex information retrieval methods. [43]. Thanks to the open source tools, arqmath
competition datasets, and the production environment set at the Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk
University, ten student systems were prototyped. We were able to set up a framework for evaluation of not only varieties of individual mir systems and approaches, but also of their voting
and ensembles. This sets the ground to speed up our understanding of innermost features of
mir systems and paves the road to the better fulfilment of information needs of math-aware
problem searchers.
Diversity rulez! Looking at complex problem from diverse viewpoints is a good thing and so
is wise compounding and merging diverse approaches and their results!
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